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Abstract Baseline rotor A
The effect of blade planform sweep on the 4/rev The basic rotor used during this study was a
hub loads for a four-bladed, fully-articulated rotor four-bladed, fully-articulated rotor having a
was analytically juvesti.qated.j A previous study tapered planform (Figure 1), advanced airfoils, a
[1] showed that-)substantiar vibratory hub load radius of 24.85 feet and an operating nominal rotor
reductions could be achieved by using aft tip speed of 269 rpm. The blade chord and pitch arm
sweep. However, the mathematical model and the were 22 inches and 8.5 inches respectively. Table
blade definition were too complex to understand 1 contains a summary of the flight conditions used
the source of the reduction. To aid In under- and Table 2 contains the nondimensional in vacuum
standing the physical mechanism, a model of a blade natural frequencies.
simplified blade was defined that still showed
substantial hub load reductions. Using this sim- .21on
plified model, an extensive blade parameter sensi- 11 *o
tivity study was performed. It was determined V- - ,-,, AVo _F,90o,
that those properties which are related to the
dynamic torsional response of the blade were
important in determining the effectiveness of both SW

aft and forward tip sweep in reducing the 4/rev
vertical hub load. An extensive investigation into .

the source of the hub load reduction was per-
formed, and a number of hypotheses were
developed. ----- -- k-

Introduction
swWEEP

Rotorcraft vibration is a subject that over the past INITIATlow

few years has received increased attention from
helicopter engineers. New and innovative methods FqUae. 1. 8tade ge.omeXt..
of reducing vibrations have been developed
through joint Government and industry participa-
tion in advanced research programs. One ap- Tab& 1. Rotoq 6tdiht rondiLtU.onz.
proach to reducing the vibration levels is to
design the rotor to have low vibratory hub loads Airspeed = 150 knots
1-91. This approach provides a unique opportu- Sweep angle = 0 degrees
nity to minimize vibrations at the source. Rotor speed = 269 RPM 2 4

Air density .002378 lb.-s /ft
In a study performed for the Aeroflightdynamics Thrust = 16463 lb.
Directorate of the U. S. Army Research and Thrust C /a - 0775
Technology Activity (AVSCOM), the Boeing Vertol Lateral cl/llc *-2.9 degrees
Company analytically investigated the possibilities Longitudinal cyclic = -7.0 degrees
and methods of reducing helicopter rotor hub Collective = 13.9 degrees
vibratory loads through the use of blade tip sweep Advance ratio = .356
11,2J. The importance of sweep initiation radius, Propulsive force = 1396 lb.
sweep angle, and blade properties were investigat- Propulsive force Cx/a = .00657
ed. Several hypotheses were also developed to x
identify the hub load reduction mechanism. For airspeed sweeps, the propulsive force was

scaled by the square of the airspeed. This mini-
Presented at the 43rd Annual Forum and Technolo- mized the parametric changes which could mask the
gy Display of the American Helicopter Society, St. effect of sweep at other air speeds.
Louis, Missouri, May 1987.
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A c C'i .... . ... .

Tabte 2. Sunmmay od the .in vacuum blade 6tequence.ia AoA the baue'is e . ..
Jtoto4, .Amptied mode bade and thee oj the btade mode, s JUS',.
u ed in the aeuittuity 4tudy 6oa an untwept blade.

Simplified 1.5 x GJ .04 x chord 3 x mass ' .-"
Mode Baseline model inboard CG shift .79-.83R

1st flap 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 .:

2nd flap 2.53 2.62 2.62 2.61 2.92
3rd flap 5.67 4.72 4.72 4.72 4.85
4th flap 8.79 7.51 7.51 7.50 7.50

Ist chord .54 .55 .55 .55 .52
2nd chord 5.63 6.22 6.22 6.22 6.35

1st torsion 4.35 4.25 4.93 4.26 4.25

The Boeing Vertol aeroelastic rotor analysis pro- EFFECT OF SWEEP INITIATION RADIUS
gram, C-60, was used during the investigation. 2.0
This analysis is a complex, state-of-the-art, •
computer program that includes such features as •
elastic blades with nonuniform properties arid full a
flap, lag, and pitch coupling, an inflow model with ... ;

a discrete vortex wake and nonlinear, three- zoo
dimensional unsteady aerodynamics [10,11,121. 1..

2

The primary hub load of interest for this study fi ..

was the 4/rev vertical hub load. Figure 2 shows -.
the effect of the sweep initiation radius and aft
sweep angle (denoted as a positive sweep angle) . .- --- "
on the 4/rev vertical hub load at 150 knots. Of
the three initiation radii, .87R produces the most
consistent reduction in the 4/rev vertical hub load 0
through 30 degrees of aft tip sweep. Hence the 0 a , i to 14 is

remainder of the study used a sweep initiation LADE sWEEP ANGLE IDEONEES)

radius of .87R.

Figure 3 shows the effect of sweep angle on the Figu e 2. Ejde.t oj zweep in.tat.on *andciuA nd
4/rev vertical and effective inplane hub loads, aweep angte on the 4/.ev veAJti at
the 4/rev effective hub moment, and the amplitude hub load.
of the alternating pitch link load at several air-
speeds. (The effective load refers to the square
root of the sum of the squares of the amplitude of
lateral and longitudial loads). While the largest
reduction in hub loads occurs in the vertical Table 3. CompavaJon og b'artine mtotoa btade tuit

direction for 30 degrees of sweep at 150 knots, the a 6IniaA wtid tunnel te,.ted model! bnde.

most consistent hub load reduction over the given
airspeed range (100 to 220 knots) occurs for 20 Natural frequencies (per rev)
degrees of sweep. Overall, the basic trend is that
the 4/rev hub loads and rotor power can be re- Baseline Model
duced by the use of blade tip sweep. Blade Blade

(Tapered (Square
Mode Tip) Tip)

Correlation of calculated 4/rev vertical hub 2nd flap 2.53 2.54
loads with similar scaled model wind tunnel 3rd flap 5.67 5.10

test data 4th flap 8.79 8.44

The baseline rotor was a full scale definition or an 1st chord .54 .49
earlier advanced rolor concept. To check the 2nd chord 5.63 5.99
validity of the C-60 analysis, the 4/rev vertical
hub load calculated for the baseline blade was 1st torsion 4.35 4.90
compared with wind tunnel test results for a scaled
model of a similar rotor blade. Blade radius 24.85 ft. 5.0 ft.

I:2



EFFECT OF SWEEP ON BASELINE ROTOR COMPARISON OF 4/REV VERTICAL HUB LOAD
2.0

MODEL OACELN - A 11I-441
o .-. o~ori 11.4 Pea* gI.,a

*GAIN& TO PVLL *4L3*3 Pee. 83

4 .0 too 14
OA 8 US0 s i S

- .- . WEP "ISPEED (KNOTS)

.'Fiqu~t 4 ope ~ no 4/.sev vAticat Iab tods

/ / cutte 6oA a 6t heate. utot and
a30/

-. . Iheaed 6lrom 6 niLat model test dittet.

s0 106 IS0 140 ISO ISO Rio si0 S45O A square tip model having the same airfoils as the
0- ASLN full scale baseline rotor was tested at Boeing

--- "a- 10ASWEEP / Vertol in 1980. A comparison of the natural

S?:WEEPfrequencies and blade radius for each blade is
frequencies are similar and are close enough for
gross comparisons.

APO- Figure 4 compares the 4/rev vertical hub load
/ calculated by C-60 with the experimentally mea-

.,.,sured data. The correlation is reasonable
30 ~(considering the mass and stiffness distributions,

and the rotor trim are different).

0 Simplified rotor blade model
t0 300 330 340 300, 300 200 130 3i0

S. 0 The investigation performed up to this point
o ~utilized a rotor blade with acomplex distribution

-- a t swEEip 7 of blade properties over the blade span, which
&-.o )IWEP £prevented the author-, from gaining a clear uinder-

standing of the physic?- phenomena responsible for
3 10/the sweep-induced hub load reductions I II.
* Thus, it was decided that a simplified anal~tical
* model that would show a similar 4/rev vertical hub

load reduction trend should be defined

£ The simplified blade model used constant spanwise
properties, and a constant chord (i.e., square
tip). In addition, the C-60 aproelastic rotor

I analysis program was used with) uniform downwash
so 6 Is $to9 'so too too to 340 instead of nonuniform downwash, Table 2 containis

AIRSPEED 113NOV11 the blade natural frequencies in a vacuum for the
unswept simplified model blade. Comparing the
simplified blade model with thie baseline blade

F.jgtiLVi 3. [Agect 06 ait As.~ep and ai.scpeed shows that the 3rd and 4th flap frequencies are
on thet hub toa'ds 6ox t he basaetinie reduced while the 2nd flap and 2nd chord frequeni-
Act0S. cies are Increased.
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To ensure that the 4/rev hub load trends with
airspeed were not drastically changed, an airspeed EFFECT OF SWEEP ON SIMPLIFIED MODEL
sweep was run using the simplified model. As 2.o
shown in Figure 5, 10 degrees of aft tip sweep Is 0--- *WEEPclearly superior to no sweep up to 210 knots for a----* sc

SW
' 

p

the 4/rev vertical hub load. Also the 4/rev .
vertical hub loads for zero and 10 degrees of aft . ,.,
tip sweep show the same trend as the complex, Z
nonlinear model (Figure 3). However, the simpli- j
fied model experienced divergence problems. - 1.0

Notice that the simplified model could not fly past * -6
220 knots, while the unswept baseline blade could.".
Also note that the 20 degree swept simplified model -.- -"
diverged before 160 knots, and the 30 degree , .. /*'*.._\
swept simplified model diverged for all airspeeds
between 120 and 240 knots. .

$a 1ee ISO 140 0so ' 0; 0 via 1;0
The oth.r loads for no sweep and 10 degrees of _
sweep (Figure 5) are similar to those for the 0t o -- * eP

baseline blade (Figure 3). The exceptions are the . -.--. , .eweli4/rev effective inplane hub load and effective hub X I.Emoment where, at some airspeeds, 10 degrees of On
aft tip sweep produces higher loads than the *
unswept blade.

It is clear that the simplified blade properties a. :

changed the sweep effectiveness in reducing the
4/rev hub loads. But the simplified model still
demonstrated the essence of sweep-induced vibra-
tion reduction and made an appropriate starting ."

point for a blade parameter sensitivity study.
s 1e0 $o 140 lO ISO 100 66 6140

Blade parameter sensitivity study results aS
o-0- 06welP

The blade parameter sensitivity study was con- .--- -iosweEp
,---a selielpducted at 150 knots using the simplified model -

discussed above. The values of each blade physi- 2 9
cal property were varied over different spanwise 1 141
regionfs of the blade in order to dleteminie their *
impact on the 4/rev vertical hub load. The blade
physical properties were varied for three regions "Ilk
- across the whole blade, inboard of the sweep !...
initiation radius, and outboard of the sweep initia- a -
tion radius. Table 2 contains the blade natural Jlfrequencies in a vacuum for the three sensitivity
models described below. Property changes that ..
had less impact on the vibratory hub load reduc- so lee Ila 140 ISO iso too ea Io

tion are discussei in more detail in Reference 2. Se
4r~ ~ *---eIlIII

* o--.- sQaweep
The stiffness property which influenced the 4/rev *
vertical hub load the most was the torsional stiff- f
ness, particularly when it was varied over the
inboard portion of the blade. As shown in Figure u i"
6, a stiffness factor of 1.5 (i.e., a stiffness value Z * -,"*,N,,"
that is 1.5 times the simplified model value) pro- : :
duced the lowest vertical hub load at 25 degrees of i.-

aft tip sweep. By using 25 degrees of aft tip
sweep instead of no sweep (for a stiffness factor -£
of 1 5), there was an 89.3% reduction in the hub -
load. However, when the stiffness value was _
increased even more (e.g. , 2x and 4x), the verti- a, iso iao 140 ,,o 60o Ioo Ss o a0 o
cal hub load started to increase with increasing ASP1E6 i1ilOVS)

sweep angle. Hence, increasing the torsional
stiffness too much destroys the ability of aft tip Fiqui 5. E6Iex o6 a~t tUp Aep and nalpred
sweep to reduce the 4/rev vertical hub load. on the hub toads o)t the iiiimligrd

modt.
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TORSIONAL STIFFNESS (GJI SENSITIVITY CHORDWISI CENTER OF GRAVITY SENSITIVITY
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MASS SENSITIVITY (.79 TO .831R
AT 150 KNOTS Another property which improved the reduction of

2.0 the 4/rev vertical hub load with aft tip sweep wasth chrdis cetrofgaiyoain.rgr
1.0 7). By moving the center of gravity 4%, (of

chord) forward of the quarter chord along the
4.- whole blade, the 4/rev vertical hub load was164 9=

1.2i reduced when 15 degrees of aft tip sweep was

used Instead of no sweep. (The center of gravity
for the baseline blade and original simplified blade= , "':- -- I was at the quarter chord.)

When the value of the spanwise mass distributionbetween .79R and .83R (just inboard of the sweep

* .*_ initiation radius) was varied by a factor of three,
_ _--___ a. the 4/rev vertical hub load showed the greatest

-t -,o 0 0 o so reduction (Figure 8). This is a 77.6% reduction in

2.0 the 4/rev vertical hub load which was achieved by
o. using 10 degrees of aft tip sweep instead of no

1. -sweep. However, as with the torsional stiffness,
2.b----4 there is a penalty to pay for having too much

- I' ~mass. As the mass factor increased (e.g., 4x anid
6x), the bucket got narrower and the 4/rev verti-

" cal hub load for no sweep began to increase.

". Hence, it appears that the torsional dynamic
A. . response of the blade determines the effectiveness

----- """ - -L... of tip sweep. Other authors 13-91 have reached
* - -..'the same conclusion but have also experienced

... [ difficulties in understanding the sweep mechanism.
___o____ Based on their comments and recommendalions,

-0o o ,o so to several blade characteristics were plotted verses

40 _blade azimuth angle in an attempt to better under-
stand the sweep mechanism.

2 Tip angle of attack

? / "One of the tools used as a guide in trying to
determine the sweep mechanism was the tip angle
of attack. A previous study III showed that the

/I
. 'p tip angle of attack was reduced on the advancing
/ '' side ( = 90 degrees) by using aft tip sweep

Gupta 16) also points out that a non.-ero,
advancing-side, tip angle of attack prodo( es

Shigher vibrations when compared to the case when

I-0 -to o to o so the advancing-side tip angle of attack is zero
However, when the tip angle of atta(k was plotteda ; ., . .... for several of the blade model% ,sed du rng the

,, T? sensitivity study, the sweep angle at which the
4/rev vertical hub load was a minimum did not

always correspond with the sweep angle bhuh had
- the lowest advancing-side tip angle of attack.

-o ,. This failure of the tip aniql- of attack to correlate
with the vibratory htub load may be dtie to the

X a very simple method used to evaluate the advanc irq
- i -~-*~blade angle of attack Insg only one blade
a £ spanwise position (the blade tip) arid onily one

.I blade azimuth position (90 degrees) may be far
* I too simplistic. To check this premise fcirther

-1i - to 0 to io as would require some proceditci for obtaining ant
SLAI SweepAnoa 61101111) effective advancing-blade angle of attack over the

whole blade for the advacing-blade regin (azi-
muth angles 45 to 13S degnees)

'Ifi If A. I 440)m t6 varning tgee 4 tos 1tfdea, mash
I,ptweea .79 and .83R on the hi, ftoar.
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Load reduction mechanism hypotheses SIMPLIFIED MODEL
to

Our current understanding of the hub load reduc- owgrp 11DIUCIP ADVANC.O•LAOe 1*16•1 eag ai|NtR lo

tion mechanism is that there is a cg-ac (chordwise of TO NOSE UP ELASTIC Twist

center of gravity - aerodynamic center) offset
effect occurring on the unswept portion of the
blade when the tip section is swept either forward Vr 4
or aft. By a cg-ac effect, we mean that the ....aerodynamic forces acting at the blade local alto- a lll - ' t0bl. I*,,,I00, JII
dynamic center and the dynamic inertial forces

acting at the blade chordwise center of gravity
produce a twisting moment on the unswept portion
of the blade, thereby generating favorable elastic 2 .

blade twist. This favorable elastic twist changes IT T*ow "* / /
the blade angle of attack, altering the vibratory+ ,o*. \.. .z

airloads, which results in a reduced 4/rev vertical , o 'swllP I
blade root shear. However, we do not know the SWEEP MC'AH'REATIG
necessary and sufficient conditions for this favor- GLADE TWST myi a,e11o

able' elastic twist to occur, and we do not fully V most DOWN eI*ew,€ IST

understand the mechanism that causes this elastic - s oe . o.. . *1, -1 u o see
twist. Two effects have been identified that act @LADE AZINUIN IDEoERES)

on the blade due to tip sweep, and it is not known
if they act together or independently. These 1.5 x GJ
effects are 1e x

advancing blade untwist or twist reduction sweep NeWue OADACNIKANOTW 81 f AIWOII

(quasi-static), and t Wea |e ILA9I1C TWiT

-favorable higher-harmonic elastic pitch. I * aWllJJ~ a oie weaP

Advancing blade untwist - ' • ..* ...

For the advancing blade in forward flight, the 1 'a' . h
tangential velocity along the blade is much larger .
than it is in the hover condition, since the hell- . . . .-.-.-.. --- 1 1 1 1 , i-4

copter forward speed adds to the rotor rotational .
velocity. For this case, the axial-flow-induced 2
angle of attack difference between the tip and root .'
of the blade is smaller than the hover condition, : \ /
and a smaller twist would be required to obtain a ITT
constant spanwise angle of attack distribution. sweep SNI III PI - -#/

1he result is that the advancing blade is over - G Twist OV 0, 1wu#,11011

twisted arid the tip angle of attack Is too nose- :L NOe DWN ELIeI© aWlS?

down relative to the root angle of attack. In 0 i0 100 IlS Too II 304, 11o

addition, since the advancing blade velocity is GLADE IiMU1tao14 IEDeI8

large, the blade root end mechanical pitch angle
(due to cyclic pitch) is usually at its lowest value 4% FWD CG OFFSET
to reduce the advancing blade lift. This is done WEC OSCE T
to balance the retreating blade lift (where theSIoE W, SIISU'AVISCIO

velocity is low and the pitch angle is large), so as 9-- To nose UP II Twisl

to prevent large lateral flapping and the genera-
tion of a large steady side force. Therefore, for : 0 t 4 t 1

a typical flight condition, the net result of the : , Iw4 hi!iil' I
nose-down cyclic pitch and the poor spanwise . * l- - W/

angle of attack distribution (due to over twist) is -.
that the advancing blade tip angle of attack Is ITT
negative, which results in negative lift in the tip .4

region This negative advancing blade tip airload
is compounded by a high Mach number environment -- I o @wel1I
which can cause significant transonic effects. The 4 1 oIewT . fSW EE

result of the blade tip lift rapidly changing from a , -N, . feewiall" //
genieally positive lift region over most of the rotor \
disk, to negative lift on the advancing side of the -10 sweep iwcreaul1 nmem..i::lAeI ,
rotor disk, generates large vibratory airloads for a te NOes CoWN EGLASiC tWewi

wide range of harmonics. This is similar to the .. , -.-..-.. ,..

la. ge number of harmonics generated for a periodic e i lO

squat e wave. In addition, the harmonic airloads
(aose blade elastic deflections which can generate
additional airload harmonics, much in the same
manner that collective pitch generates 1/rev and Fn(i4e 9. E&A.e tmiilt vriwst.i a.-iooith nilf'
?/rov airloads by combining with the 1/rev varia-
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lion of velocity around the azimuth. This large which in turn determines the elastic pitch response
vibratory airload can cause large blade bending and the resulting vibratory airloads. This concept
moments, blade flap deflections, vertical root of favorable elastic twist is seen In the 4/rev tip
shears and vertical hub loads. The detrimental pitch angle.
effect of blade built-in twist on blade loads and
vibratory hub loads has been substantiated by Tip pitch angle
both wind tunnel test and analysis.

The blade-tip pitch angle for several of the blade
Based on the above discussion, it can be conclud- models used during the sensitivity study was
ed that any process that reduces the magnitude of plotted as a function of blade azimuth angle.
the rapid lift change near the tip of the advancing However, like the tip angle of attack, the wave
blade will reduce the resulting harmonic airloads form of the blade-tip pitch angle around the
and possibly the vibratory hub loads, azimuth for each configuration was very different

for each sweep angle where the minimum hub load
Figure 9 shows that for sweep configurations that occurred. Hence, it appeared that the blade-tip
reduce the 4/rev vertical hub loads, the advancing pitch angle could not be used to help understand
blade twist is elastically reduced and the retreat- the hub load reduction mechanism.
ing blade twist is elastically increased. This
change in the blade twist is exactly what is needed
to make the blade spanwise lift distribution more
uniform for the advancing and retreating blade
azimuth positions. In addition, the elastic untwist
of the advancing blade generates a smoother rotor
lift distribution versus blade azimuth, thereby
reducing the vibratory airload excitation that (*) 4% FWD CG OFFSET
causes vibration.

Favorable higher-harmonic elastic pitch 4IREV TIP PITCH ANGLE

When the center of lift is aft of the center of 40
elastic twist, the blade can be viewed as acting *S1N
like a weather vane. A weather vane has a dis- MINIMUM 41REV
crete feathering axis with the center of lift behind VERTICAL HUB LOAD 00
it and no torsional stiffness. When the wind has 0

an angle of attack with respect to the vane, lift ISO SWEEP
and drag are generated and they rotate the weath- WEEP os
er vane to a zero angle of attack. Therefore, * -o I
whenever the wind direction changes and disturbs _ . ..6o -.4 -. 20 .20
the equilibrium of the system, the vane points into
the wind and returns the angle of attack to zero. -. 20

When a blade section has a positive angle of at-
tack, lift is generated. If this lift is acting aft of
the center of twist (approximately the center of
gravity), a nose-down pitching moment is generat-
ed which twists the section nose down and reduces (b). 1.5 I GJ INBOARD OF SWEEP
Ithe positive angle of attack, much like the behav-
ior of a weather vane. However, the rotor blade
represents a more complicated system, since the 4/REV TIP PITCH ANGLE

driamics of the rotor are involved. For a given MINIMUM 41REV
vibralory angle of attack, the elastic pitch re- VERTICAL HUE LOAD
spoise (torsional elastic twist) of the blade section .20
depends on the vibratory aerodynamic lift and 250 *SIN
pitching moment, the torsional restoring spring SWEEP
(including centrifugal force effects), the mass, the o -.cos
(iordwise center of gravity, and the pitch inertia. -.E .6 20 .2 /  .20

[eperdmdg on the dynamic properties of the blade
sec tion and the resulting dynamic elastic pitch. 00 -. 20
resporse (amplitude and phase angle), the vibrato- SwEEP
ry hl't resulting from the vibratory angle of attack
could be larger, the same or smaller than the -.40
angle of attack for no elastic pitch. This scenario
is further complicated by the fact that a single
chordwise segment of the blade is not adequate to
define the total system response. The system
response is dependent on the total blade twist as FiquAe. 10. 16ect c6 the sweep ai'q(e Ko1 miln-.umim
defined by the net of all the airloads, elastic loads 4/tev vctf.iat l( i) fi'd nc o tlhe 41/'re'
and inertia loads, summed along the blade span, tip pitchl nngate.
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However, since the 4/rev vertical hub load was distribution for the same blade with 10 and 20
reduced, it was possible that there was a signifi- degrees of aft tip sweep, respectively. As shown,
cant change in the 4/rev component of the blade- the negative lift on the tip section of the advanc-
tip pitch angle. Figure 10.a shows the 4/rev ing blade Is significantly reduced as the blade tip
blade-tip pitch angle for the blade configuration is swept aft. The minimum 4/rev vertical hub load
with a 4%-of-chord, forward, center-of-gravity is obtained for the blade with 20 degrees of aft tip
offset across the whole blade. The figure repre- sweep and clearly shows the reduced lift for the
sents the 4/rev cosine and sine components. For swept portion of the blade.
the straight blade, the 4/rev tip pitch angle has a
resultant amplitude of .204 degrees and phase Figures 11.d-f show the higher-harmonic airloads
angle of 110.9 degrees. For 15 degrees of aft tip (harmonics 3 through 10) for the same three
sweep, which provided the minimum 4/rev vertical blades. Table 4 shows that the straight blade has
hub load, the tip pitch angle has a resultant a large higher-harmonic content, a vibratory
amplitude of .936 degrees and a phase angle of amplitude of 27.25 lbs/in with a 4/rev amplitude of
178.6 degrees. Figure 10.b shows the 4/rev tip 8.43 lbs/In. The blade with 10 degrees of aft tip
pitch angle for the blade configuration with an sweep has both a smaller vibratory amplitude and a
inboard torsional stiffness factor of 1.5. The smaller 4/rev amplitude than the straight blade.
straight blade has a 4/rev tip pitch angle with a The blade with 20 degrees of aft tip sweep, and
resultant amplitude of .302 degrees and a phase the blade with almost the lowest 4/rev vertical hub
angle of -128.0 degrees. For 25 degrees of aft tip loads (see Figure 2), has a larger vibratory
sweep, which provided the minimum 4/rev vertical amplitude and a smaller 4/rev amplitude than 10
hub load, the tip pitch angle has a resultant degrees of sweep. Therefore, the blade with 20
amplitude of .817 degrees and a. phase angle of degrees of aft tip sweep has the lowest 4/rev
179.3 degrees. airloads and also the lowest 4/rev vertical hub

load.
Is this behavior a coincidence or is the phase
angle of the 4/rev tip pitch angle the mechanism There are two proposed explanations, introduced
for the vertical hub load reduction? At the earlier, for this reduction in the vibratory
present time, we do not know. However, there is airloads. The first is that the aft blade sweep has
the distinct possibility that there are forces being caused the negative lift to elastically twist the
produced that are dependent on the tip pitch advancing blade nose up, thereby reducing the
angle, and those forces are 180 degrees out of twist on the advancing blade and reducing the
phase with other forces. The question that needs negative component of the airload. This reduces
to be asked is, "What forces are involved in the the vibratory airloads, resulting in a reduction of
cancellation, and what are their sources?" To
explore this further would require examining the
4/rev tip pitch angle for a number of additional Tabte 4. axi&mm t'bA&to.iy eAto cu ng 6eo
configurations including blade configurations where ha,,uon Uc_ 3-10 o4 trhe bt setne
sweep did not reduce the hub loads. uto.tom iLth noniinijoAm doIuash.

Sweep Vibratory 4/Rev
Methods for checking the hypotheses Angle Amplitude Amplitude

(Degrees) ( Lbs/n) (Lbs/In)
W. E. flooper 1131 demonstrated that the primary
helicopter higher-harmoric airloads occur on the 0 27.25 8.4
outboard region (.7R to the tip) of the advancing
blade. This conclusion was made by examining 10 17.93 5.5
measured 14-34 rotor blade airloads over the rotor
disk. When the steady, 1/rev and 2/rev alrloads 20 23.17 5.1
were removed, the resulting higher-harmonic
vibratory airloads dominate the outboard region of
the advancing blade. Clearly, these higher-
harmonic airloads are a major source of rotor Tab e 5. gaxinim iibita.toAy a Atoncd'ng 6oAt
vibration for rotors with four blades or more. each htUonc. I a/4) oA trhe
If this higher-harmonic air loading distribution bahc. An.e Antot 'eIh onuni otm
is typical of all rotor blades, then any method dowiwtaih.
that reduces these vibratory airloads or their Sweep Angle (degrees)
effectiveness (by changing their spanwise dis- Hoic 0 10 20tribution), could significantly reduce the vibra- 1 23armonc 01 23.
tory blade response and the resulting vibratory 2 25.7 20.4 17.1
hub loads. 3 16.5 9,9 10.5

If the above premise is valid, rotor blades with 4 8.4 5.5 5.1
reduced vibratory hub loads should show reduced 5 2.4 2.9 3.8
vibratory airloads. Figure Ml.a shows the airload 6 1.8 0.9 3.9
distribution for the baseline rotor (full complexity) 7 1.5 1.0 3.1
unswept blade. The large negative lift on the tip 8 1.2 0.9 1.5
region of the advancing blade is clearly illustrat- 9 1.2 0.8 1.4
ed. Figures 11.b and c also show the airload 10 1.1 0.7 1.8
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